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Safe Harbor

Certain statements in this presentation and the accompanying oral commentary are forward-looking

statements within the meaning of federal securities laws. These statements relate to future events or

Guardant Health, Inc. (the “Company”)’s future results and involve known and unknown risks,

uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual results, levels of activity, performance or

achievements of the Company or its industry to be materially different from those expressed or implied

by any forward-looking statements. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be identified by

terminology such as “may,” “will,” “could,” “would,” “should,” “to,” “target,” “expect,” “plan,”

“anticipate,” “intend,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “potential” or other comparable terminology. All

statements other than statements of historical fact could be deemed forward-looking, including any

expectations regarding the Company's commercial engine as a force multiplier for research and

development initiatives; any projections of market opportunities or any statements regarding

expectations for future reimbursement opportunities; statements regarding the Company’s long-term

expectations, including with respect to oncology, liquid biopsy, and other aspects of the Company’s

industry; statements about launching planned new products and additional laboratories, including

with respect to Guardant Reveal, CGP tissue assay, and laboratories outside the United States;

statements about the number of patients and clinical sites targeted for, as well as the expected

completion of, the Company’s ECLIPSE trial; any statements regarding expectations for future

regulatory approvals; any statements about historical results that may suggest trends for the

Company’s business; any statements of the plans, strategies, and objectives of management for

future operations and directions; any statements of expectation or belief regarding future events,

opportunities to drive future growth, potential markets or market size, or technology developments;

and any statements of assumptions underlying any of the items mentioned. The Company has based

these forward-looking statements on its current expectations, assumptions, estimates and

projections. While the Company believes these expectations, assumptions, estimates and projections

are reasonable, such forward-looking statements are only predictions and involve known and

unknown risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the Company's control. These and other

important factors may cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from

those expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements in

this presentation are made only as of the date hereof. For a further description of the risks and

uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ from those expressed in these forward-looking

statements, as well as risks relating to the business of the Company in general, see the Company's

periodic filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC"), including its Annual Report

on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2020, and any current and periodic reports filed

thereafter. Except as required by law, the Company assumes no obligation and does not intend to

update these forward-looking statements or to conform these statements to actual results or to

changes in the Company's expectations.

This presentation also contains estimates and other statistical data made by independent parties and

by the Company relating to market size, penetration and growth and other data about the Company's

industry, which involve a number of assumptions and limitations, and you are cautioned not to give

undue weight to such estimates. In addition, projections, assumptions, and estimates of the

Company's future performance and the future performance of the markets in which the Company

operates are necessarily subject to a high degree of uncertainty and risk.

In light of the foregoing, investors are urged not to rely on any forward-looking statement or third-party

data in reaching any conclusion or making any investment decision about any securities of the

Company.
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Guardant Health is 

in cancer diagnostics 

and delivering a new paradigm of care.
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Initiated SCRUM 

trial in Japan

100+ partners

Launched 

GuardantINFORM

250,000+ tests 

ordered

11,000+ oncologists

Acquiring JV

Submitted for 

regulatory approval 

in Japan

Lab partners in UK & 

Spain

Pan-cancer LCD 

& NCD

200M+ covered 

lives

Launched 

Guardant Reveal

Initiated ORACLE

COBRA, Pegasus, 

ACT-3 

Reached target 

enrollment for 

ECLIPSE

Initiated SHIELD 

lung study (enrolled 

first patient)

Market-leading 

performance in CRC

FDA approval 

Guardant 360 CDx

3 CDx approvals for 

Targrisso, 

RYBREVANT & 

LUMAKRAS 

Medicare

& Private 

Coverage

Regulatory

Clearance 

Biopharma

Clinical Volume 

Growth

International

Expansion

MRD

Screening

NSCLC LCD

GuardantOMNI 

launch

Delivering the promise 

of 

4 Guardant Health data on file 



Tests ordered

250,000+
Ordering oncologists

11,000+
Biopharma partners

100+
Cash, cash equivalents

& marketable securities2

$1.7B

59%
CAGR

+

Strong record of 

$360 – 370M

2019 2020 20211

$287M

$214M

2018

$91M

1. Guidance issued on November 4, 2021;  2. As of 9/30/20215



Veni’s

Veni, a 28-year-old woman, who was 

pregnant with twins, was diagnosed with 

Stage IV lung cancer. She started 

chemotherapy right away and her oncologist 

ordered a Guardant360 test which identified 

an ALK fusion, indicating that she may 

respond to targeted therapy. After doing well 

for some time and monitoring the patient’s 

response to treatment, her oncologist 

ordered another Guardant360 test that 

detected an acquired resistance mutation 

to her then current treatment. With this 

information, her oncologist switched 

therapies. She is now on a 3rd generation 

TKI + chemotherapy regimen and is doing 

well again. She also delivered healthy twins 

last summer.
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Screening and early detection

Pre-cancer diagnosis

Recurrence monitoring

Early-stage cancer

Treatment selection and optimization

Advanced cancer

1st Line Tx 2nd Line TxRecurrenceAdjuvant TxSurgery

GUARDANT SHIELD

Unlocking the 

across the continuum of care

$20B+$50B+ $10B

7

Clinical 

Diagnosis

Sources: American Cancer Society Cancer Facts and Statistics; SEER; Rebecca L. Siegel, Cancer Statistics, 2021, A Cancer Journal for Clinicals 71:7–33; Krist Screening for Lung Cancer: US 

Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement, JAMA March 9, 2021 Volume 325, Number 10. Note: Market sizing based on Guardant Health internal analysis.



proteins

exosomes

exomeres

micro-vesicles

NETs
immune

cells

apoptotic
bodies

TEPs

microbiome

virome

TLR
receptors

mtDNA
CpG sites

epigenetic 
alterations

chromatin 
organization

genome-wide 
fragmentation

fragments
ending

topology

TFs

nucleosomal 
occupancy

copy number 
aberrations

point mutations

rearrangements

the rich 

landscape of blood-based markers

tumor-specific | Derived targets

Blood sample

Microenvironmental 
and immune influence

Epigenetic
features

Genomic
features

Adapted from Van der Pol., Cancer Cell, 20198





1st Blood-only 

Recurrence 

Monitoring Assay 

Next-Generation

Liquid Biopsy 

Assay

1st Blood-Only

Liquid Biopsy to 

Monitor Therapeutic

Response1

Next-Generation

Tissue Assay

1st Comprehensive 

Liquid Biopsy to 

Receive FDA Approval

10

for oncologists



Blood-only

No need for tissue to detect

therapeutic response for all 

solid tumors

~8 weeks sooner than a

CT-scan

Fast TAT

Physicians receive

results fast in 7 – 10 days

Compared to up to 4 – 8 

weeks with tissue-based 

methods

Well-validated

40+ publications spanning 

multiple cancers and 

multiple therapeutic classes, 

including IO and targeted 

therapy

Comprehensive

Enables monitoring of 

disease despite tumor 

heterogeneity or tumor 

evolution (e.g., detection of 

therapeutically relevant 

resistance mutations)

At San Antonio Breast Cancer 

Symposium, results from the 

PADA-1 breast cancer study 

demonstrated Guardant360 

Response monitoring and its 

detection of emergent ESR1 

mutations resulted in 

intervention that doubled 

progression free survival (PFS)

11

Guardant360 Response: 

Guardant Health data on file.

Bidard F-C et al Fulvestrant-palbociclib vs continuing aromatase inhibitor-palbociclib upon detection of circulating ESR1 mutation in HR+ HER2- metastatic breast cancer patients: Results of PADA-

1, a UCBG-GINECO randomized phase 3 trial. SABCS GS3-05. Presented December 9, 2021.



The GuardantReveal Platform: 

Blood-based protein markers

(CEA, CA19-9, CA-125)

Tissue-based

mutation tracking

Blood-only genomic + 

epigenomic signature 

surveillance

Current Standard of Care PCR-Like Technology

Pros:   Blood-only, fast TAT

Cons:  Poor sensitivity and specificity

Pros:   Moderate sensitivity, high 

specificity, simple assay

Cons:  Tissue required, slow TAT, biased

Pros:   High sensitivity and specificity, 

blood-only, fast TAT, unbiased

Cons:  Complex assay

Quantitation of a

single protein analyte

Detection of

1-5 mutations per patient            

on average

Detection of

100s of genomic and epigenomic 

markers per patient on average

12 Guardant Health data on file 



~1,000 Individuals*
• Ages 18+

• Early stage, but at risk for distant recurrence

Targeting 30+ sites
• U.S.

• Spain

Prospective Observational 

Study
• Establishes clinical validity & expands 

reimbursement pathway across 70% of all solid 

tumors 

• Unlocks $20B+ TAM for MRD across all tumor 

types 

Moving 

with ORACLE study

11 Solid 
Tumor Types
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Evaluating performance of

to predict cancer recurrence after curative 

intent treatment.

• Bladder, Ureter,

Renal Pelvis

• Non-Small Cell Lung 

Cancer

• Breast

• Melanoma

• Gastroesophageal 

Adenocarcinoma

• Gastric

• Pancreatic Ductal 

Adenocarcinoma

• Head & Neck Squamous 

Cell Carcinoma 

• Ovarian, Fallopian Tube

• Endometrial

• Renal Cell Carcinoma

*Samples collected every 3-6 months for 5 years after definitive treatment

ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT05059444



Somatic Alterations

SNVs and Indels
including genomic mechanisms of 

therapy resistance (e.g. ESR1)

Methylation

Differential methylation in

normal vs. tumor DNA

Integration of genomic and epigenomic ctDNA signals increases sensitivity by 1.3-2.5x

Colorectal
100 patient cohort, new in 2022

Breast2

35 patient pilot, new in 2022

High Sensitivity
For distant recurrence with longitudinal sampling

91% 85%

Significant Lead-time
Holds promise for early intervention strategies

6.6 month average Up to 18 months

High Specificity
Following definitive therapy, with sufficient follow-up

100%1 100%

1 – Reveal performance based on previous study (100 patient cohort is still maturing, specificity to be presented at ASCO GI 2022). REF: Parikh A, Van Seventer E, Siravegna G, Hartwig A, et al 

Minimal Residual Disease Detection using a Plasma-Only Circulating Tumor DNA Assay in Colorectal Cancer Patients. Clinical Cancer Research. June 22 2021 DOI: 10.1158/1078-0432.CCR-21-

0410

2 - Guardant Health breast clinical feasibility pilot data on file

14

in CRC & breast cancer



Opening 

across oncology

MRD

$15B
15 million 

Early-stage survivors

$20B+
>4.5M tests/year

More favorable Reimbursement

$6B

$10B

Therapy Selection

700,000 
Advanced cancer patients

+ 

Biopharma opportunity

+ 3M tests/year
Molecular response & monitoring

15

Less than half of market 

accessible with tissue-based 

approaches

Market sizing based on Guardant Health internal analysis



70% Community Split
With community test orders growing 2x

faster than academic

35% Volume Growth
Strong growth in BOTH oncologists ordering 

per quarter AND tests per oncologist

250+
Commercial organization

Market Leader
CGP testing for NSCLC across all testing 

modalities (including tissue)

Unlocking the benefits of scale through

a 

#1 Share of Voice
Nearly DOUBLE the oncologist interactions 

compare to closest CGP competitor

16 Guardant Health internal data; Diaceutics claims analysis



Cellular phone

Watch

TV

Smartphone

Smart watch

Smart TV

Countless
Applications

A for liquid biopsy

Smart Liquid Biopsy

Liquid Biopsy
Coming in 2022

• Nearly 100X larger genomic footprint than Guardant360 CDx

• Higher sensitivity than G360

• Includes genomic, epigenomic and immune signatures

Will fuel applications across 

oncology elucidating tumor 

genomics, tumor microenvironment, 

immuno-oncology, monitoring, 

prognosis, and countless others

Launch of Guardant360

First comprehensive liquid

biopsy – 2014

17 Guardant Health data on file





Genomic 
Alterations

Guardant Health
Digital Sequencing

Epigenomic 
Alterations

Fragmentomics

Methylation

Sensitivity

90%

of cell-free DNA 

enables early detection

19
H.C. Kim et al. Multimodal circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) blood-based colorectal cancer (CRC) screening test demonstrates clinically meaningful sensitive across multiple clinical parameters. Oral Abstract 

24 presented at 2021 ACG Annual Scientific Meeting



``

has higher signal-to-noise

with lower sequencing cost

Efficient methylated
molecule partitioning

Methylation Signal Enrichment

Background depletion
to improve SNR

DNA Degraded
with harsh chemical treatment

Sequencing without preferential 
enrichment of tumor molecules

Single and 

degraded

signal

output only

Multi-modal

signal output

Low-cost sequencing
of tumor molecules

Conventional   Bisulfite Methylation Assessment

20

Guardant Health data on file
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Philosophy on cancer screening: focus on 

and ensuring 

FDA approval

Alignment with
value-based care

High performance

in detecting early-

stage cancers 

Broad reimbursement
& guideline inclusion

1. World Health Organization. Screening programmes: a short guide. Increase effectiveness, maximize benefits and minimize harm; 2020. 2. Institute of Medicine and National Research Council National 

Cancer Policy Board; Curry SJ, Byers T, Hewitt M, eds. Fulfilling the Potential of Cancer Prevention and Early Detection. Washington (DC): National Academies Press (US); 2003. 3. Wilson JMG, Jungner 

G. Principles and practice of screening for disease. Geneva: World Health Organization; 1968.

CRC + LUNG + …



GUARDANT SHIELD

Unlocking a 

in 2022 & beyond

ECLIPSE reached

target enrollment

Dec 2021

Launch

Shield LDT

1H’ 2022

ECLIPSE

readout

Mid 2022

Submit for 

FDA approval

2H’ 2022

FDA approval

2023

Drives NCD

Medicare

reimbursement

Guidelines

2026

Drives private payer

reimbursement

~100
Commercial Channel

700+

Clear FDA approval

and clinical

validation pathway

Value proposition of

ease of use and improved 

compliance

110M individuals in U.S. 

(avg risk 45-84 yr old)

Initial 3 year testing

interval, projected

long-term ASP of >$500

Highly sensitive test for 

detection at early stage

Established Medicare 

NCD and path to private 

pay coverage via USPSTF

22



screening modality 

by patients for CRC

36%
Colonoscopy, FIT or Cologuard

64%
Blood Based Screening

Proportion ranking LUNAR-2 as top CRC screening preference*, Overall N=299, GH Internal LUNAR2 Patient Research23



Forecasted 

across technical performance levels

92%
Sensitivity

85% 75%

25%

75%

100%

50%

Adoption 

Index*

*Adoption Index: forecasted adoption-based physician survey on technical performance of the test  (Internal Guardant data)24



for 

multi-cancer screening

$50B+
+ Average Risk Lung → Multi-cancer

+ Annual Testing Interval

$29B
+ High Risk Lung

$20B
Average Risk CRC
3-year testing interval

45 – 84 years old

25



Next generation screening device for 

Performance in detecting stage I/II cancers (case control: >1,500 cancer, <1,800 healthy)

Next Generation

~30x larger than original panel

500KB
Original Panel

16MB
Next Gen Assay

P
a

n
c

re
a

ti
c

B
la

d
d

e
r

L
iv

e
r

…

90%

Specificity Sensitivity

90%

C
R

C

Sensitivity

87%

L
u

n
g

Multi-Cancer

26

GUARDANT SHIELD



Moving toward multi-cancer opportunity 

with 

Evaluating performance of Next Generation 

to detect lung cancer in 

high-risk adults

Blood

Low-dose 
CT scanVS

Prospective Trial
• Regulatory grade study

• Potential to enable FDA

approval and CMS coverage

~10,000 Individuals
• Ages 50-80

• High risk for lung cancer

Targeting 100+ sites
• US

• EU

27

GUARDANT SHIELD

ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT05117840



Q3 2020 Q3 2021 Growth Rate

Tests to clinical customers 17.0K 22.8K 35%

Tests to biopharmaceutical customers 3.1K 4.8K 58%

Revenue $75M $95M 27%

Gross margin 72% 67%

Ending cash balance* $1.1B $1.7B

Demonstrated track record of 

28 *Cash, cash equivalents and marketable securities



Transforming the continuum of care 

in 

Oncology Screening

Therapy 
Selection

• Continued 
adoption of 
Guardant360

• Strong ramp of 
Response and 
TissueNext

• Global footprint 
and pending 
regulatory approval 
in Japan

Biopharma

• 100 partners
and growing

• Strong sample
and trial pipeline

• Traction with new 
product offerings 
and Guardant 
Inform

MRD

• Launch of
Multi-cancer 
Reveal

• Strong pipeline of 
clinical evidence 
with Cobra, Oracle 
studies

CRC

• Shield LDT
1H 2022

• Eclipse readout
mid 2022

• FDA approval & 
CMS coverage in  
2023

Lung / 
Multi-cancer

• Enrollment for 
SHIELD lung study

• Additional 
feasibility for
multi cancers: 
Expect to see
more data in 2022

Launch of Smart Liquid Biopsy Platform

Expanded reimbursement coverage
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